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Task 1 Choose the correct options.
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1. I have
  new book      

about New York.
          a new book

2. There is no
  Internet        

here!
an Internet

3. I work
  fi e hour    

every day.
          fi e hours

4. Do you want
  some water  

or
  glass of     

wine?
a water a glass of

5. Your desk is a mess! Look at all this
  paper    

and
  food! 

a paper         a food!

6. I always have
  some snack    

in the car.
some snacks
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Task 2 Fill in the blanks with “much” or “many”.

1. How  time do we have?

2. How  people will come to the party?

3. I don’t eat  candy.

4. Do you drink  cups of coffee per day?

5. There isn’t  food in the kitchen. Let’s go shopping!
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Task 3

Task 4

Look at the picture. Write T (true) or F (false).

Fill in the blanks to make the sentences true about you. Use a lot of / 
some / (not) much / (not) many / any.

1. These are some women.

2. There aren’t many people.

3. There is some wine on the table.

4. There are some cups but not many.

5. There isn’t any sushi.

6. There isn’t much water in a bottle.

1. I eat / don’t eat   pizza a week.

2. I drink / don’t drink  water a day.

3. I sleep / don’t sleep  hours a night.

4. I exercise / don’t exercise  time(s) a week.

5. I meet / don’t meet  people at work every day. 

6. I read / don’t read  books a month.

6. Is there a lot of space in your room? Not  but it’s fine.

7. I’m very busy, so I don’t have  free time.

8. How  hours does it take to get to the mountains?
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